
Considerations and Recommendations  
Regarding the Dagmar Application 

(April 7th, 2014) 
 

From: Carmela Marshall on behalf of Lakeridge Citizens for Clean water 
For: Uxbridge Council and Staff Consideration   
 

PRE-ASSESSMENTS 
 

 require base-line soil assessment of receiving site (ambient soil, not previously imported 
soils) 

 require base-line groundwater assessment (hydrogeological assessment and on-going 
well-monitoring)  

 require pre and post site-elevations (certified by an Ontario Land Surveyor) 
-(Although it is understood that Uxbridge is not issuing a fill permit,  The 
Operational Guideline by Terraprobe that forms part of the Town of East 
Gwillimbury’s site-alteration by-law is recommended for reference. This 
guideline provides some very good recommendations regarding what to include 
before and after fill related permits and agreements are approved. It can be 
found on our website at the following link: http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-
content/uploads/2013/06/EG-approved-operational-guideline.pdf 

 Oak Ridges Moraine Conformity Assessment completed? 

 Traffic Impact Study completed? 
 

SOIL QUALITY 
 

 no “polluting up” 
MOE Best Management Practices recommendation:  ``Soil placement should not 

degrade the existing conditions at a Receiving Site; for example, a new contaminant 

should not be introduced to the Receiving Site and the concentration of an existing 

contaminant should not be increased at the Receiving Site.” 

 Table 1 is more representative of ORM soil quality in this area than Table 2-in terms of 
PHCs, salt and heavy metals 

 require testing for salt impacted soils to ensure testing meets Table 1 Standards (SAR 
and EC testing parameters)  

 ensure a conservative and comprehensive fill quality protocol established and 
incorporated into site-plan agreement requirements-plenty of evidence to support this 
requirement 

 require and stipulate minimum audit testing to be done by proponent of the fill once 
imported to site 

 daily soil audit tests by Township (proponent pays), amount representative of daily 
volumes - The Ministry of the Environment’s requirements for testing of fill being 
brought to an RSC property should be the minimum standard at the very least, i.e. 1 test 
for every 160 cubic metres for imported fill 

 ensure a conservative and comprehensive plan is established for “bad fill” and is 
incorporated into the site-plan agreement (i.e. how much fill is to be returned and why) 
 

http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/EG-approved-operational-guideline.pdf
http://lakeridgecitizens.ca/lccw/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/EG-approved-operational-guideline.pdf


 requirements for source site soil reports: 
  -source site soil management plan signed by QP 

-phase 1 and phase 2 documentation provided if these assessments have been 
done and required if the source site is a “high risk “ property (i.e., commercial, 
industrial property) 
-signed letter from QP of source site stating that soils meet the requirements of 
the receiving site 
-receiving site QP to sign off on all soil reports 
-Township hired QP (paid for by proponent) to peer review all source site 
documents 
-ability for Township to refuse source sites based on risks associated with the 
source site and/or based on continued adverse audit tests or on-site load 
refusals from source site  

 
 

CAUTION REGARDING SOIL REMEDATION FACILITIES 
 

 outdated Ministry of the Environment compliance approvals 

 limited treatment of contaminants (e.g. some PHCs treated but not salt impacted soils)  

 charges laid for the Green for Life soil remediation facility and associations with 
contaminated and contentious sites 

 

DUE DILLIGENCE 
 

 require a gated entrance 

 Township to be cc’d directly from lab on all audit tests sampled by proponent 

 establishment of a complaints protocol 

 daily inspections by Township to ensure requirements of agreement are being met 

 require a dust and mud control plan 

 require comprehensive truck ticket information  
 

TRUCKING RECCOMENDATIONS 
 

 include the ability to further restrict hours, haul routes, and truck volumes per day 

 limit the hours of operation for fill importation to City hours so that city staff will be 
available to inspect operations and respond to complaints when they occur 

 
Truck Volume: 
-assuming 240,000 or (24,000) trucks (as mentioned in Dagmar’s Dec. 3rd. 
deputation) 
-8000 trucks per year 
-assume operating out of ski season - therefore assume 6 months of operations 
(May to October)  
-assume operating 5 days a week - 4 weeks a month  
-therefore operating 120 days a year 
-therefore 66 trucks per day going in, and 66 going out (200 trucks per day going 
in was mentioned at Dagmar’s Dec. 3rd deputation-rationale?) 
-if operating 8:30am-4:30pm (8hrs/day) equivalent to 1 truck every 8 minutes  



   
Truck Entrance  

  -safety concerns as access road lies at crest of hill 
  -The Dagmar Ski entrance has more visibility and is not so “sudden” 
 
 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION 
 

 MOE BMP recommendation:  
“Public consultation by the owners/operators of potential Receiving Sites is highly 
recommended and may be undertaken in conjunction with other public communication 
activities, such as those required for the purpose of zoning or permitting through 
municipal by-laws. If undertaken in conjunction with other communication activities, 
the event should be advertised to include information-sharing specific to the soil 
management activities.” Also indicated in BMP, “undertake public consultation to 
ensure local community and land owners are aware of the proposal and have an 
opportunity to comment; and ensure the comments received are taken into 
consideration and are used to inform the final design and operation of the Receiving 
Site.” 

 Township has the authority to give public notice and host a public meeting to receive 
public input and concerns in a way that demonstrates respect for the community 

 Hy-Hope farm example (An observation: September and October Saturdays are 
extremely busy with parking lot overflowing with families)  

 

TRANSPARENCY 
 

 owners indicated in their deputation on Dec. 2, 2013 that they want to be transparent 

 require the proponents host an on-line website that lists all sources of fill providing the 
address of source sites and the soil reports that were relied upon to approve the fill as 
well as the results of any audit tests that were taken. 

  

TIPPING FEES and SECURITIES 

 
 MOE BMP recommendation:  

“Owners/operators of a Receiving Site may need to provide Financial Assurance….. 
before the site begins operating or during operations,” 

 tipping fee should reflect costs for Township to do multiple audit tests of soil per day, (1 
TEST cost of hiring a QP to peer review and approve incoming soil documentation and 
soil reports. costs for staff member to inspect daily and  

 
 

ENFORCEMENT and PUBLIC CONFIDENCE 
 

 develop consistent rules re: fill importation regardless of mechanism, i.e. site-alteration 
permit, site-plan agreement, development agreement etc.-there are certain 
requirements that should be non-negotiable with large fill sites despite mechanism 

 enforce these requirements and have clear consequences for non-compliance 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 lessons learned in Scugog from Greenbank Airport (issues that erode public 
confidence-please note this is not a complete list) 

 
-volume indicated for original permit is not the final volume as proponents are seeking 
to fill adjacent properties 
-despite legal agreement, Township allowed Greenbank to operate without a permit for 
approximately one month last fall 
-despite requirements in fill protocol to observe each truckload as it is deposited, 
significant amounts of bad smelling fill (heavy oils etc.) was deposited on site last 
summer from the same GFL source site 
-source site that brought bad fill was allowed to continue dumping on site before bad fill 
was removed  
-source site that dumped bad fill in quantity) on at least 3 separate occasions is allowed 
to continue exporting its fill to the site 
-despite site–plan drawings, dumping of fill over the fence onto the adjacent un-
permitted property has taken place 
-despite Greenbank QP review of soil tests from GFL-large volumes of fill were approved 
by the QP without documentation of the necessary number of soil tests that 
demonstrate “clean fill” as per the GFL Compliance Approval requirements 
-despite requirement in the fill protocol to document licence plates of trucks on the fill 
ticket, Greenbank choose not to comply  
-despite operations ongoing for the past 18 months, and despite all the documentation 
of sites with contaminated fill and despite the fact that GFL is the major dumper at 
Greenbank and has current charges re: contaminated fill dumping against it in another 
jurisdiction, the Township has taken a total of only 12 audit samples of fill to date 
 

 
 
 


